1. Cut 30 cm of Incognix hook link.

2. Strip around 10 cm of the outer coating away, so that the flexible inner braid is exposed.

3. Stick the stripped side through the eye of the hook from the side of the hook point and then make a loop that functions as a hair. Finish the knot with a very simple knotless knot that fixes the loop. The lengths of the hair depends on the hook size, but try to make in such a way that the end will hang a few millimetres below the hook bend.

4. Take care that the side of the rig that goes to swivel ALWAYS comes out through the hook’s eye on the side of the hookpoint! Leave about 3cm of stripped braid in front of the hook.

5. Slide a piece of shrink tube over the eye of the hook and make sure that the hair comes out exactly opposite of the hook point.

6. Now tie a strong loop on the coated side of the hook link making the rig approximately 12 – 15 cm long.

7. Finish it off neatly by placing a piece of shrink tube over the knot.

8. Open the Baitrigger and place it with the little lower bend on the end of the loop hair.

9. By using steam, shrink the shrink tube on the hook into a nice shaped bend like shown on the picture, that enhances the grip capability of both the hook and the entire rig.

10. This is what the complete Maggot rig looks like.

11. Now rig the maggots one after another on the baitrigger so that you get an attractive moving ball of bait!